
E-Book Collections  
to Support Government 
and Military Research

Need a custom collection?  
Contact your local EBSCO representative.

Subscription Collections:

When budgets are lean and your organization needs a large number of high-quality e-books on specific 
subjects, EBSCO eBook subscriptions are a great solution. These highly curated collections vary in 
quantity based on topic and offer unlimited user access. 

Support the ever-changing landscape of 
government and military research with  
access to relevant and reliable e-books.

With hundreds of options available it can be 
time consuming to review them all, so we’ve 
compiled a list of our most popular selections.

BusinessCore Collection 
This e-book collection of more than 9,900 
e-books helps busy professionals increase their 
expertise across all disciplines of business, 
including leadership, sales and marketing, 
human resources, finance and project 
management.

EngineeringCore Collection 
Professionals can broaden their engineering 
industry knowledge to support future decision-
making and facilitate product design with this 
focused collection of more than 6,400 e-books.

ITCore Collection 
This collection contains more than 3,600 
e-books covering key subject areas in IT, 
including content management, desktop and 
office applications, enterprise computing, 
graphic design and multimedia, internet and 
web development, programming languages, 
telecommunications and more.
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Featured Collections:

When the demand for access to a large quantity of e-books across a wide-range of topics is high, a 
perpetual collection is a smart choice. These sizeable e-book collections are suitable for organizations 
looking to select from and own hundreds of e-book options in a variety of categories.

Current Affairs for Embassies  
More than 75 frontlist titles related to the subjects covered on the Department of State’s IIP Digital 
website.  Subjects include democracy, peace-building, American life and citizenship, current 
technological innovations and endeavors, and foreign policy.

DRM-Free Collections 
Browse dozens of compilations of e-books that are free of access restrictions.

International Security and Counter-Terrorism Reference Center (ISCTRC) Companion 
This e-book collection is a perfect companion for subscribers of the leading ISCTRC database on 
EBSCOhost. It features more than 200 frontlist titles directly related to the various security and defense 
subjects.

Military Personnel and Families
This e-book collection features more than 600 titles related to military and aimed at both soldiers and 
their spouses and children, with subjects including deployment, reintegration, transition assistance, 
PTSD, education, money management and many other related topics.
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Subject Sets:

With thousands of best-of and bestsellers lists available, it can be hard to select e-books that meet the 
needs of your entire organization in a timely fashion. Subject sets offer reputable collections that can be 
quickly viewed, easily purchased and accessible to employees in minutes while assuring quality coverage 
of important subject areas.

Accounting & Finance
American History
Business
Career

Contemporary Social Issues
Environment
Leadership & Management

Legal
Social Work
Terrorism & Counterterrorism

You May Also be Interested in: Flipster® Digital Magazines 
Digital magazines are surging in popularity for their ability to entertain readers during the 
pandemic while offering focused and illustrative content on virtually any subject or topic.

Browse Hundreds of Featured Collections Online  
Use EBSCOhost Collection Manager or contact your local EBSCO representative. 
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